In the context of MDE (Model-Driven Engineering), our objective is to define the semantics for a given DSL (Domain Specific Language) either to simulate its models or to check properties on them using model-checking techniques. In both cases, the purpose is to formalize the DSL semantics as it is known by the DSL designer but often in an informal way. After several experiments to define operational semantics on the one hand, and translational semantics on the other hand, we discuss both approaches and we specify in which cases these semantics seem to be judicious. As a second step, we introduce a pragmatic and instrumented approach to define a translational semantics and to validate it against a reference operational semantics expressed by the DSL designer. We apply this approach to the XSPEM process description language in order to verify process models.
Introduction
In the MDE (Model-Driven Engineering), models are defined by means of metamodels which specify their syntax and give some structural properties that constrain valid models. Usually they rely on an abstract syntax (specified by means of metamodeling languages like MOF [42] , Ecore [11, 10] , KM3 [27] or others) enriched with constraints expressed using query languages like OCL [41] . The MDE practices eases as well the definition of DSL (Domain Specific Language). These languages allow users to concentrate on their problems because they manipulate a formalism specific to their activity. Numerous available frameworks (Topcased [22] , GME [34] , AMMA [6] , etc.) have emerged, allowing to easily define both concrete and abstract syntax of such DSLs.
A current open issue is the expression of a behavioral semantics allowing to execute models during the development process. Our actual works in this context has its roots in the different kinds of behavioral semantics devised for programming languages engineering (e.g., [56] ).
We carried out several experiments to define an operational semantics for a simplified process modeling language. We have used metaprogramming languages (like Kermeta [38] ) and endogenous transformations (expressed in ATL [28] , or in AGG [53] , a rewriting graph tool). We then compared these different approaches in [18] . In both cases, we were able to execute a model but a mandatory preliminary step was to extend the metamodel in order to describe the additional pieces of informations required to capture a snapshot of the system. Different approaches may be followed depending upon the kind of extension. A metaprogramming approach requires to enrich the metamodel with implemented operations. Instead, these operations are expressed in an endogenous transformation approach, through the transformation itself.
A second experiment was the definition of a translational semantics to Petri nets using ATL exogenous transformations 1 . The obtained Petri nets could then be executed using their own semantics. This translation defines an behavioral semantics for the original DSL. Once the semantics is defined by translation to another language, we were able to reuse existing tools such as model-checkers or simulators available on the target model. This approach seems powerful but one of its main drawback is the interpretation of tools results back on the source model.
A lot of works consider this concern of defining a semantics on a DSL. Our proposal is mainly focused on the P r e l i m i n a r y V e r s i o n way used to express the semantics but also on means to validate its consistency with respect to the one intended by the DSL users. We do not target a general solution for every kind of semantics and for every DSL but we rather propose a methodology that could be instantiated in many contexts depending on the DSL, on the granularity of the needed semantics, and so on. Thus, this paper broadens our tries and proposes:
• A survey (Section 2) synthesizing the ways of formalizing the semantics definition in the model-driven development context. It particularly addresses the two principal approaches: exhibiting an operational semantics, mainly through an endogeneous transformation (based on rewriting rules, automaton, etc.), or a translational semantics which relies on a separate formal model to embed the model semantics.
• A definition (Section 3) and a complete use (Section 4) of our proposal for the definition of a behavioral semantics. It starts with the definition of the reference semantics of the initial metamodel, goes on with the definition of a translational semantics, and ends with the proof of bisimulation stating that both semantics -the reference one and the one obtained through the translation -characterize the same systems 2 .
This second contribution presents a pragmatic approach to define a translational semantics and reuse existing tools of the chosen target domain. It is illustrated with an example that considers process models and embeds them into prioritized time Petri nets. Associated tools, such as the Tina model checker, can then be used to observe properties of the models. Finally, we detail a bisimulation proof that validates the semantics defined by translation against the reference one defined on the source DSL.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a survey of ways to define the semantics of a DSL and discusses benefits and weaknesses of operational and translational semantics. Section 3 describes the general approach we propose to define the semantics of a DSL and ensuring their consistency. It is illustrated in Section 4. Last section gives some concluding remarks and future works.
Defining an Execution Semantics for DSL

Taxonomy
The intensive works on the semantics of programming languages have provided a taxonomy of the different techniques used to express a semantic according to different 2 In this paper, we follow the definition of bisimulation given in [37] [56] . This concern is much more recent for modeling languages. We can identify three main techniques to define the behavioral semantics of a DSL.
The first one is called axiomatic semantics. It consists to define a set of properties satisfied by the model at the different steps of its execution (like pre-and post-conditions). Unfortunately, it usually not easy to fully specify the behavior of the model [56] . Furthermore, an axiomatic semantics can not be made automatically or easily executable.
Operational semantics is the second technique. It directly manipulates the model. Thus, it allows to stay in the same technical space and to express the evolution of the model state in the same specific domain ( fig. 1 , on the left). It generally requires to extend the initial metamodel with the informations that describes the state of model at execution. Several possibilities have been explored to implement the operational semantics directly on the abstract syntax.
The first one is to use a metaprogramming language to express directly the behavioral semantics like a set of operations for each concept. We can cite, for example, operations defined with Kermeta [38] , xOCL [16] or the MOF action langage [9, 45] .
The second way is to lay endogenous transformations over the abstract syntax. They can be implemented using any model transformation language.
As an example, [35] uses QVT [44] to express in-place rewriting rules that gradually compute the values of an OCL [41] expression. In this way, they have defined an operational semantics of OCL and are able to compute the value on an OCL expression. The authors had first to complete the OCL and UML metamodels to add the required missing dynamic informations.
Endogenous transformations have also been widely implemented through graph transformation [51] . Graph transformation provides a declarative and rule-based technique to define an operational semantics, but also analysis capabilities due to its formal nature. AGG [53] is an example of such a language that is directly usable over Eclipse/EMF models thanks to [7] . As another example, the GROOVE tool was used in [29] (and detailled in [30] ). Kuske, Gogolla et Ziemann [32, 33, 24, 57] are also using graph transformations (and the notion of transformation unit [31] ) to define P r e l i m i n a r y V e r s i o n the behavioral semantics for some UML diagrams and their relationships.
Hausmann [25] introduces the notion of dynamic metamodeling (DMM) as a semantics description technique for Visual Modeling Languages. Graph transformation is used to define the behavior as a system of transitions. In [21] , graph transformation rules are visually defined thanks to collaboration diagrams. [23] represents elementary transformations as UML collaborations diagrams indicating the elements to add and/or to remove when it is applied. These transformations are embedded in the state of a UML activity diagram that controls the order the transformations are applied. It thus looks like a graphical meta-programming language (called Story Diagrams) where actions are transformations based on graph rewriting and control structures are provided by the UML activity diagram.
The third technique to define the behavioral semantics of a DSL is called translational semantics. On the contrary of operational semantics, a translational semantics maps the model state into another (formally well defined) technical space ( fig. 1 , on the right). Thus, it relies on an existing semantics defined on the target technical space. It consists to translate constructs from the initial domain into the constructs of the formal target space. That is this translation that gives the semantics of the initial domain.
As part of the MIC approach (Model-Integrated Computing), the ISIS laboratory promotes semantics anchoring [12] that is a kind of translational semantics. It consists to map the DSL constructs into a semantics unit to define its semantics. The GReAT transformation language is used [1] . We can notice that semantics units are defined using operational semantics, for example using Abstract State Machines (ASM). Translational semantics is also used by the group pUML 3 , called Denotational Meta Modeling, in order to formalize some UML diagrams [13] .
Numerous works use translational semantics, mainly to take advantage of the facilities and tools available in the target technical space (code generators, model-checkers, simulators, visualization tools, etc.). To deal with the complexity of a translational semantics definition and help in handling changes in the language definition, Cleenewerck et al. [17] promote the separation of concerns. They define a language module as a language construct accompanied by its translational semantics that constitutes an important design decision in the language. The constructions (i.e., the concerns) can then be assembled in order to define the semantics of the entire DSL.
Other taxonomies have been proposed. Clark et al. [14] , recently updated in [15] , share the distinction between operational and translational semantics. Their works are focused 3 The precise UML group, cf. http://www.cs.york.ac.uk/puml/ on the execution semantics and therefore do not mention axiomatic semantics. They also define the notion of semantics by extension, consisting in extending the concepts and semantics of an existing language and thus allowing for capitalization and reuse of semantics. Nevertheless, the semantics is defined either as a operational or translational semantics. Finally, we do not share the definition of a denotational semantics as a mapping to a semantic domain. For us, this is the general definition of a semantics and thus generalizes all the other kinds.
Hausmann [25] also presents a taxonomy of techniques to express a behavioral semantics. He lists the available techniques to achieve specific objectives (e.g., verification of properties, analysis of the consistency and code generation) and he identifies the general techniques to express the semantics, including operational and translational semantics.
Discussion
An operational semantics seems simpler to define and to use than a translational one because it is directly expressed on the concepts of the specific domain which are naturally well-known by the expert. For the purpose of animation (viewing the evolution of a model during its execution) and/or simulation (analysing an execution) this approach seems preferable, in particular if the model of computation is fairly simple, for example representable using discrete states.
However, operational semantics may not always be easy to implement. For example, if the model of computation deals with time, operational semantics definition may become tricky and may involve to heavily extend the source metamodel to deal with time constraints [48] .
Furthermore, if one needs to use formal techniques like model-checking for example, a translational semantics seems more relevant than operational one. Indeed, state-ofthe-art existing tools rely on several years of research and development and could not be easily generalized to be applied to any domain specific concepts.
To use translational semantics, one has to choose the appropriate target technical space depending on the kind of property one wants to check or depending on the tool one wants to use. This approach requires to define a metamodel for the target language, which may not already exist in a MDE model flavor, and then to define a translation from models of the source language to models of the target one. Finally a concrete syntax extractor is needed in order to create the input data for the tools.
So one great benefit of the translational semantics is to give access to any tools existing on the target space. Obviously, it requires a good understanding of both the source space, specific to a given domain, and the target one, gen-P r e l i m i n a r y V e r s i o n erally a more formal one. Indeed, the execution of a model in the source language must be expressed by a translation to the target language, relying on its behavioral semantics. Another difficulty of the translational semantics is that results obtained in the target space have to be interpreted back according to the concepts of source one. The work done in [49, 50] illustrates the strength and weakness of operational and translation approach explained here-above. The authors aim at formally defining the semantics of a DSL by translating it to the Maude formal environment. The Maude tool is then used to express the operational semantics using rewriting rules. It looks like semantics anchoring approach presented in the previous section with ASM replaced by Maude that the purpose is not to define reusable semantics units but only express the desired semantics. An identified drawback is that it requires specialized knowledge and expertise by the DSL designer who has to use the Maude tool. Thereafter, the same authors have proposed in [47] the use of graph transformation to directly express the operational semantics through the abstract syntax of the DSL, which then become more intuitive to the designer. Metamodel and graph transformation rules are then automatically translated into the Maude environment.
A Pragmatic and Combined Approach to Define Consistent Behavioral Semantics
We introduce in this section our pragmatic and combined approach to define a behavioral semantics for DSL. We first discuss the necessity to define a reference operational semantics ¡refletant¿ the DSL designers experiences. Then we discuss the validation of translational semantics according to the reference one and its abstraction level.
The Need for a Reference Semantics
Having in mind the variety of choices that could be made in order to express one DSL's semantics, the first concern should be to define a reference semantics, which should carry the most precise (or less abstract) view on model executions. So we have to gather and take into account every concept that every expert has pinpointed as important according to his own standpoint. For instance, some expert may stay focused on complex functional properties, while some other would direct his interest toward real-time aspects only. Obviously, independent concerns should better be expressed independently. As shown in section 4.3, we have defined a translational semantics which indeed respects such a separation of concerns. In our opinion, a reference semantics should stay as close as possible to the model designers' views, and as such, should also stick to the original technical space, avoiding its translation to a somehow distant target space. As a consequence, a reference semantics ought to be operational, rather than translational or axiomatic.
More than being only the most precise one, the reference semantics also gives us the opportunity to define a formal semantics, i.e., one that could serve as a basis for formally expressing a specification and achieving mechanized validation proofs. Model designers may also consider other semantics, which may be designed for practical purposes, as long as these semantics are respectful of the reference semantics. In that case, designers will also benefit from the specification and proof effort made on the reference semantics, as some properties will automatically be carried over to these other respectful semantics. The forthcoming problem of determining whether another given semantics is respectful of the reference semantics will be addressed by exhibiting simulation or bisimulation relations between these semantics.
The bisimulation relation between a reference semantics and any other translational semantics is defined as follows, as pictured in Figure 2 . Note that it is a kind of weak bisimulation, assuming the reference semantics has no τ unobservable transitions. This hypothesis makes sense as transitions introduced by model designers are always meaningful and reflect observable changes in the model.
Definition 1 (Weak Bisimulation Relation) Let us assume a translation function Π between state spaces from a reference semantics (RS) to a target semantics (T S):
For all model state S ∈ RS and for all sequence u ∈ T * such that S 0 u → S, S 0 being an initial state of RS:
We propose in the remainder a formal operational reference semantics, as a rather standard transition system. As is, this transition system may be directly implemented by a set of endogenous rewrite rules, mapping each state to its possible successor states. This approach can be implemented by using a model transformation engine such as ATL [28] or a graph transformation tool such as AGG [53] .
Taxonomy of Combined Semantics Definition
In this section, we enumerate the different approaches used to describe a model semantics relying on a target P r e l i m i n a r y V e r s i o n S1 P2 P1' Figure 2 : Bisimulation between a reference and any other semantics model with its own well defined semantics. In a general manner, we consider in the following that the translation target model is provided with a formal small-steps operational semantics, like the one of Petri nets. The source DSL semantics can then be described by two orthogonal viewpoints: the abstraction level and the kind of description. Depending on the abstraction level used to describe the source DSL semantics, we then identify how to ensure the quality of the defined translational semantics.
Expressing the source DSL semantics
A first characteristic of the source DSL semantics is its abstraction level. A small-steps operational semantics could, for example, be described by a set of rewriting rules, by an automaton or a Kripke structure. A denotational abstraction of this semantics maps each observable state to its possible observable images by one or more applications of these transitions or rules. Finally an axiomatic semantics, abstracting the latter, is not operational but rather defines a set of properties satisfied by the model at the different steps of its execution (like pre-and post-conditions). It does not fully specify the behavior of the model [56] . The second, very pragmatic, viewpoint is the kind of description of this source semantics. Independently of its abstraction level, the semantics can be described more or less formally. Historically, DSL were used by designers to communicate their modeling concepts. Therefore there is no general formal framework for specifying the DSL semantics. Thus the semantics description, when it exists, is usually given informally in natural languages. Sometimes it is defined using more formal structures such as Kripke structures, rewriting rules or endogenous transformations. If the semantics does not explicitly exist, whether in a formal manner or not, its definition is a required step.
We now consider the different possible combinations of these two DSL semantic characteristics in order to identify the key steps during the definition of a sound translational semantics. Whatever the precision of the initial semantics, a domain expert identifies equivalent states with respect to the properties of interest for the model. Each such class is characterized by a state predicate (predicate abstraction phase). An event or a state evolution in the model is said to be observable if its states before and after the event are not equivalent. In the following, the translation function considers a model in a particular state. The image of such a state by this function is, in the following, a Petri net with a particular marking.
Translation from an Axiomatic Semantics: Expression of the Consistency
When the initial semantics is not precise enough, it is not always possible to exhibit a one to one mapping between this semantics and the translational one. However, we need to be sure that the target model satisfies the properties expressed in the initial semantics. A standard axiomatic semantics contains invariants, preconditions and postconditions which must be expressed according to state predicates defined by the expert. On a more theoretical side, there is no bisimulation but simply a simulation of the target model by the source model. In fact, the axiomatic semantics is not operational, but the properties of the axiomatic semantics permits to define a set of observable state-based properties on the target model, that will have to be checked. We will be able to translate only types of properties supported in target technological space, in our case behavioral properties of the Petri nets. The possibility of translating axiomatic properties is thus strongly dependent on the target DSL.
This approach gives to model designers a way to ensure minimal requirements such as typing constraints, but light axiomatic semantics does not give strong confidence in the results of target model analysis tools. Actually, the definition of a semantics by translation requires to make a lot of choices in the semantics definition and the resulting semantics could be distant from the original one, while being compatible with the axiomatic requirements.
Translation from an Operational Semantics: Bisimulation Relation
The approach of translating from an operational semantics is more promising as the distance between the original and target semantics is smaller. When semantics is formally expressed and described in an operational way, one has to ensure that the original semantics and the one obtained by translation describe the same behaviors. Thus one needs to have a proof of bisimulation between these two semantics. It is a proof by induction on the abstract syntax in which one shows that any transition in the first semantics corresponds to a transition P r e l i m i n a r y V e r s i o n in the second one, and vice versa. If one of these semantics comprises more states than the other, it is a weak bisimulation. This proof guarantees that the observable events of these two semantics are identical and thus that the analyses on the target model are relevant for the source model properties. The bisimulation consists in showing that a model and its image by the translation function have identical observable events at every moment.
In the next section we propose such a model definition, as a translation from an operational semantics defined on process models to Petri nets. This translational semantics definition is then validated by the weak bisimulation we exhibit in the section 4.5. This application ensures that we can rely on existing tools for Petri nets to verify properties on process models.
Our Approach in a Nutshell
Whatever be the kind of description of the reference semantics, the general schema of our proposal is described by the following steps for a given metamodel:
1. reference semantics must be defined according to the DSL designers needs.
2. an adequate target domain must be chosen depending on the intended facilities;
3. then a mapping from the initial DSL to the target domain must be defined;
4. a validation of the mapping must be established with respect to the reference semantics thanks to a bisimulation proof;
5. finally, any user of the initial DSL is able to rely on tools available in the target domain to observe properties of its initial models.
The last four steps (2-5) can be repeated to reuse facilities provided by different domains with possibly different levels of abstraction. It thus leads to the definition of a family of semantics. information to support the execution of its models. We also explain how the DSL designer may define an abstraction of XSPEM operation semantics suited to the properties he wants to focus on. The second part presents prioritized time Petri nets and their associated semantics. Thereafter, we propose the mapping from XSPEM to Petri nets and express it in a MDE approach. Finally, we validate the semantics induced by the mapping with respect to the identified reference semantics. The full details concerning the bisimulation proof are given in Appendix A.
XSPEM: an eXecutable SPEM metamodel
In our experiments, we used a simple process description language, the simplified XSPEM metamodel (cf. Figure 3 ). XSPEM stands for eXecutable SPEM. It is proposed in [2] as an extension of SPEM2.0 specification [43] in order to take into account the support of process enactment while remaining standard. In the metamodel, an Activity represents a general unit of work assignable to specific performers. It may rely on inputs and produces outputs (represented by Resource). An activity may be broken down into sub-activities. Activities are ordered thanks to the WorkSequence concept whose attribute linkKind indicates when an activity can be started or finished. The values of linkKind are defined by the WorkSequenceKind enumeration. One value is named in the form stateToAction where state indicates the state that must have been reached by the source activity in order to perform the action on the target activity. For example, linking two activities A 1 and A 2 by a WorkSequence relation of kind finishToStart specifies that A 2 will be able to start only when A 1 is finished. The direction attributes defined in Parameter could be used to complete sequencing constraints expressed through the WorkSequence concept.
P r e l i m i n a r y V e r s i o n
In order to tailor a process model for a given project, additional features have to be defined. They are required to specify the number of used resources, expected duration, etc., and to identify the concrete resources allocated to the project.
XSPEM includes: 1) the time interval during which an activity must finish once started (tmin and tmax on Activity); 2) the number of occurrences for one kind of Resource affected to the project (occurrencesNb on Resource); 3) the work load affected to a resource for an activity (charge on Parameter).
In order to enact a process model, its semantics has to be defined or at least validated by the DSL designer. So we consider that we should not yet rely on a translational semantics but on an operational semantics that explains how a model/program of the DSL evolves. It thus consists in identifying model states and transitions between these states. As the initial definition of the DSL mainly focuses on static properties of the domain language, a firt step consists in adding features to the metamodel to capture states. XSPEM identifies two orthogonal aspects for the Activity element. First, an activity can be not started, inProgress, or finished (state attribute). Secondly, there is a notion of time and clock associated to each activity; but this time is only relevant for transition-enabling conditions (in our case transitions that start and finish an activity) and is not explicit in state properties. Thus it is abstracted away and yields the finite set of observable states {tooEarly, ok , tooLate} (time attribute). This second orthogonal aspect is only relevant when the activity is finished. Abstracting away internal clocks doesn't mean they are thrown away, but only that their values are not observable. In particular they will be needed and used in the bisimulation proofs.
It is also necessary to take into account the concept of a global external clock (clock ∈ R + ), whose rate is followed by the internal activity clocks when performing idle timeelapsing transitions.
Definition 2 (xSPEM Model State)
We denote a state of an Activity by a triple (state, inT ime, clock) ∈ {notStarted, inP rogress, f inished} × {tooEarly, ok, tooLate} × R + . A model state is then a mapping from each Activity to its state in the concerned model. XSPEM reference semantics An observational abstraction of the operational semantics of our processes with respect to our properties can now be defined. The expert has again to formalize the initial state and the transition relation. In our case, it is quite natural: the initial state is {a → (notStarted, ok, 0)|a ∈ A}. The transition relation is defined for Activity in Figure 4 . It is composed of two possible transitions: a first one allows to start the activity and the second one to finish it. An activity can be started whenever it is not yet activated and when its predecessor constraints are satisfied. Concerning the second transition rule, it has three cases depending on the value of the clock and the timing bounds of the considered activity.
Prioritized Time Petri Net
As XSPEM models real-time constraints and clocks, we find it natural to use time extensions to basic Petri nets.
Time Petri Nets (TPN) [36] are one of the most widely used model for the specification and verification of realtime systems. Time Petri nets are Petri nets (PN) in which a non-negative real interval I s (t), with rational end-points, is associated with each transition t of the net. Function I s is called the Static interval function.
R + and Q + are the sets of non negative real numbers and rationals, respectively. Let I + be the set of non empty real intervals with non negative rational end-points. For i ∈ I + , ↓ i denotes its left end-point, and ↑ i its right end-point
Prioritized Time Petri Nets [4] extend TPNs with the priority relation ≻ on transitions. Priorities are represented by directed arcs between transitions, the source transition having a higher priority. A Prioritized Time Petri net is given in Figure 5 . In such example, the place p0 has a unique token. Both transitions t and t ′ could then be fired. However they have to satisfy both the timing constraint and the priority expressed between them. Here, at time 0, only transition t can be fired. But, in the valid timing range for both, i.e. in ]1, ω[, t ′ must be fired before t. In any case, when a transition is fired, it consumes a specified number of tokens and produces also a given number of tokens. These values are defined on input and output arcs of transitions. Default values for both are one token, i.e. a transition needs one token in the source place and produces one new in the target place. In this example, the transition t ′ consumes one from p0 and produces two tokens into p2. In our graphical syntax, the number of P r e l i m i n a r y V e r s i o n Let a be a given activity. 
Transitions may fire at any time in their temporal intervals, so states typically admit an infinite number of successor states. As with many formal models for realtime systems, state spaces of PrTPN are typically infinite. Model checking PrTPN first requires to produce finite abstractions of their state spaces, that is labeled transition systems that preserve some classes of properties of the PrTPN state space.
Different state equivalence class constructions have been proposed and are available in TINA, preserving different families of properties of the state space. State class graph construction preserves markings of the PrTPN and all the properties that can be expressed in linear time temporal logics like LT L.
XSPEM2PETRINET Transformation
We now propose to implement the semantics defined in the previous section in order to check XSPEM process models. For this purpose, we formalize a transformation from XSPEM to Petri nets, thus defining a translational semantics.
The Figure 6 presents the mapping in a graphical view. The transformation is first defined by a structural mapping from a XSPEM model to Petri net without any marking. Then a second step is performed that produced a marking in the Petri net structure. This second step is defined by the value of the extra variables denoting the semantics state of the XSPEM model.
Structural Mapping
Each Activity is translated into three places characterizing its state (NotStarted, InProgress and Finished). An additional place called Started is added to records that the activity has been started (and may either be inProgress or finished). It corresponds to the set identified in the operational reference semantics (cf. Figure 4) . Three places define a local clock that may be in state TooEarly when the activity ends before tmin, in the state TooLate when the activity ends after tmax, and in state ok when still on time. Four transitions between these seven places define the behavior of the modeled activity. We rely on the use of priorities among transitions to soundly deal with temporal constraints. As an example, the a deadline transition is defined with a higher priority than the a finish one (light grey in Figure 6 ).
Each Resource is represented by one place where the initial marking is initialized with its number of occurrences (occurrencesNb). Every activity Parameter is translated into one arc whose weight is initialized with a charge. This arc is linked to one activity transition according to the direction.
A WorkSequence becomes a read-arc from one place of the source activity to a transition of the target activity according to the linkKind.
The hierarchical decomposition of activities is represented in the form of scheduling constraints in the following manner: ( A1 -A2 ) = (( A1 S2S −→ A2) & ( A2 F 2F −→ A1)), S2S denoting a startToStart dependency between activities A1 and A2 and F 2F a finishToFinish one (see Work-SequenceType on Figure 3 ).
States Mapping Finally, the process state is characterized using the markings of places characterizing the activity state and the local clock. The different alternatives are expressed in the Figure 6 through the use of annotations. These annotations are complete with respect to the possible combina-tion of values for semantics variables state and time.
Implementing XSPEM2PETRINET Transformation Through MDE Practices
In order to fit the MDE view, the target model must also be defined as a model as well as the translation from XSPEM to Petri nets.
We first propose a Petri net metamodel that fits the usual definition defined above in Section 4.2. Then we rely on this metamodel to define a model transformation from XSPEM metamodel to the Petri net one. Figure 7 proposes a possible metamodel for PrTPN. A PetriNet is composed of Nodes that denote Places or Transitions. Nodes are linked by Arcs. Arcs can be normal ones or read-arcs. An Arc specifies the number of tokens consumed in the source place or produced in the target one (weight). A read-arc only checks tokens availability without removing them. A Petri net marking is defined by the number of tokens contained in each place (marking). Priorities are modeled as a self-reference on the Transition element, the source transition having a higher priority that the target one. Finally, a time interval can be expressed on a Transition. Obviously many models conforming to this metamodel are invalid models. As an ex-P r e l i m i n a r y V e r s i o n ample, this metamodel does not prevent from putting an arc between two places or two transitions. Thus, we have completed it with OCL rules to check whether models are valid or not. The metamodel, embedding structural rules based on OCL rules and associated to its semantics, is our target DSL.
Petri Net Metamodel
Model Transformation The transformation described in Section 4.3 and Figure 6 has been written in ATL. The complete sources are available in the TOPCASED 5 open source project. The principles of this approach are detailed through a complete case study on the Eclipse website within the context of an execution dedicated XSPEM subset (SIMPLEPDL) 6 .
Remark 1 (Translation Π) We denote by Π the function that applies the ATL transformation described above on a model. It is defined for every model that conforms to XSPEM. As mentionned earlier in Section 3.
2.3, this function is later used to reason about the initial model and to guaranty the validity of the translation.
The Petri net model is then translated into the concrete syntax of Tina, our target Petri net model checker, using an ATL query PETRINET2TINA. To target other Petri nets tools, only this last transformation would have do be adapted.
Now that the process model is translated into a Petri net model, we can check XSPEM properties by using TINA [5] . Properties expressed on the XSPEM metamodel are matched against an ATL transformation that produces the corresponding LTL properties instantiated from the XSPEM model.
There are two kinds of checked properties: universal or existential. In the first case, the property must be checked in Figure 7 : PRIORITIZED TIME PETRI NET Metamodel all executions. If they fail, the tool provides a trace counterexample. The second case corresponds to checking that one possible execution satisfies the property, for example the time or resources constraints. If such an execution exists, its trace is generated by the tool. This kind of property is usually obtain with model-checking tools, by trying to ensure the validity of their negation. The counter example produced by the tool is the answer to the initial query.
Validating the translation
Finally, we establish a bisimulation relation between the two semantics. This relation ensures that the conclusions obtained on the Petri nets also hold on the XSPEM model: a property checked by the Tina Petri net model checker we used, is thus a valid property on XSPEM.
Let us first compare the number of possible transitions in the XSPEM model and in its associated Petri net. In the first one we have two transitions applicable to each activity whereas in the second one we have four transitions for each encoded activity. Therefore we need to prove a weak bisimulation between these two models. Proof 1 The theorem is proved by induction on the process model structure. The initial case addresses the bisimilarity of a single activity and its encoding. Then by structural induction on the number of activities and their dependences, one prove the theorem. The property for a set of activities to be part of a bigger one is encoded by dependence links and thus is preserved by the bisimulation. The different steps of this weak bissimulation proof are detailed in appendix A.
Related Work
Related works presented in the survey on the definition of semantics (Section 2) are not focused on the problem of consistency between several complementary semantics because they aim at defining one semantics for a given language. This is achieved either through operational semantics or translational semantics.
Translational semantics is often used to reuse available tools of target technical space like code generators, modelcheckers and so one. The work of [20] is close to the application domain we have used in this paper. Indeed, the authors propose a specific mapping from BPMN (Business Process Modeling Notation) to Petri net in order to analyse business process models. Like most of related works, the stress is not on the check of the consistency of the P r e l i m i n a r y V e r s i o n BPMN semantics and the one given by the translation into Petri nets. Furthermore, they do not propose a general and generic approach to describe a translational semantics according to an operational one.
The key point is that we believe that a semantics always exists on the DSL even if it is often only implicit or informally described. We advocate that this semantics, the reference semantics, has to be explicitly described so that it can be validated by the DSL designer. One step toward this goal is certainly achieved thanks to the work done to make the definition of semantics easier for example by providing a friendlier language to express it like visual graphical notation of graph transformation rules [21] , Story Diagrams [23] or by reusing already defined semantics units like [12] .
Furthermore, we can notice that aside the reference semantics of the DSL, several semantics may have to be defined for the same DSL to address the problem at different levels of abstraction or for reusing the tools available in other technical spaces. So we had to deal with the consistency of these different definitions of the semantics of the same DSL.
Automatically generating the mapping defining the translational semantics is one way that has been investigating to ensure this consistency. The approach proposed in [19] is one example. Once the semantics is defined in an operational way on the DSL (through graph rewriting rules), they are able to translate a model of this DSL into a Petri net having the same behavior by construction. This translation is based on the definition of a mapping between DSL metamodel and the Petri net metamodel expressed through Triple Graph Grammar (TGG). It consists in stating if an element of the source DSL becomes a place or a token in the target Petri net. Each rewriting rule describing the behavior of the DSL is automatically translated into a Petri net transition. Unfortunately, the approach imposes strong hypothesis and thus cannot translate arbitrary behavioral specifications. It also constrains the metamodel because a source element can only be map into one place or one token. In our case, the XSPEM metamodel should be changed to define one subclass of each possible state of an activity.
The same approach is used in [47] . As it has been presented in Section 2, they translate an operational semantics defined on the DSL into the Maude environment.
A second way to verify consistency of semantics has been proposed by Narayanan and Karsai [39] . As a first step towards verifying model transformations, Narayanan and Karsai propose to check if a particular generated model is a valid representation of a particular source model in order to verify a given property about the source model. They establish an equivalence relation between objects of the input and output models and use it to check if the two models are similar in behavior. The approach has been applied to a transformation from statecharts to EHA (Extended Hy-brid Automata) and the checking is done according to links between input and output objects recorded during the transformation execution. In [40] they use semantic anchoring [12] to the same semantic unit (Finite State Machines, FSM defined using Abstract State Machines, ASM) to define the semantics of two variants of statechart, and then check a weak bisimulation between the two resulting FSM models to ensure that they are behaviorally equivalent.
The approach does not ensure that both semantics are consistent but it can assert whether the target model is behaviorally equivalent to the source one for a given property. The check has to be done for each transformation but as it is included in the transformation process, its execution is automatic.
The work is facilitated by the fact that the two metamodels are quite similar and the transformation produces a one to one mapping for states and transitions of both metamodels. It seems to be far less obvious in the case of general metamodels, for example in the case of XSPEM to Petri nets. In order to help detect errors in the transformation itself, we have defined additional LTL properties that controls that invariants on the source metamodel are preserved of the target metamodel. For example, we can check that the same activity cannot be at the same time not started, running or finished. Obviously, it does not ensure that the transformation is correct and only helps in pointing out errors.
In the process of validating model transformations, the notion of bisimulation is a central concern. Actually, many different definitions of bisimulation do exist, depending upon the chosen granularity between corresponding events of the two systems to be proved bisimilar. These bisimulations have been defined on a semantical basis, as relations between transition systems, but for a vast majority of works, they have been applied to process calculi, and especially πcalculus [52] . Still, the focus is mainly being put on defining new variants and addressing their properties, disregarding the eventuality of automating bisimulation proofs.
As for this last topic, some works about automatic proofs of bisimulations recently came up, again for π-terms and within the framework of a proof assistant: Coq [54] . As is, the results presented in [26, 46] seem inapplicable to our case without a considerable redesign effort. Indeed, their heuristics for automating bisimulation proofs have been specifically developed for π-terms, not for arbitrary transition systems, and are obviously not aware of our metamodeling framework. As far as we know, the amount of related works seems quite small. And furthermore, the special case when one system is obtained through translation from the other is by far an unexplored territory, even for structural and modular translations like ours.
To conclude with a positive remark, most theoretical as well as practical results about automation of bisimulation proofs stemed from the study of finite state systems, a class P r e l i m i n a r y V e r s i o n the simple XSPEM models presented in this paper indeed boil down to. In this context, many questions about bisimulations are decidable, though usually very resource demanding, as advocated by a bunch of related tools [3, 8] .Yet this appealing property doesn't carry over to the general case of XSPEM models.
Conclusion and Perspectives
This paper gives several contributions on the definition of model semantics. A first one is a survey of the different techniques allowing to define and manipulate the execution of models. The different approaches are compared with their pros and cons. Then a second contribution is the application of one approach, the translational semantics definition, on a DSL describing processes. Its semantics is defined through a mapping to prioritized time Petri nets. All the step towards the sound definition of the DSL semantics are detailed. We formalize the initial semantics, give the semantics of the target DSL, provide a translation from the source metamodel to Petri nets. This transformation is validated by a bisimulation proof.
This work is a first step toward the practical instrumentation of models. In particular the approach presented here, including the transformation validation step, ensures that one can rely on all available tools on the target model while keeping a strong confidence in the quality of the semantics representation. For example, model can then be validated using static analyzers, model checkers, or even be simulated using specific tools.
It is now essential to continue this work with the interpretation of the results obtained on the Petri nets in term of the XSPEM concepts. It will then provide a transparent way to instrument high level models and gives tool to non expert in order to manipulate their models. For example, a trace obtained by a model checker on the target model could be translated back as a trace of the source model (in XSPEM) and exploited by an XSPEM simulator. Traces corresponding to counterexamples may be used to find errors on the source model while traces of an existential property may be used to simulate a possible execution.
Another perspective is a computer-aided way to build such translational semantics. The bisimulation proof step which seems necessary could be automated, at least partially. Promising works of [26] and [46] address the automated verification of bisimulation, resp. strong and weak.
In this line of thought, we have started the design and implementation of a formal framework for expressing formal semantics of models, the Coq4MDE (Coq for Model-Driven Engineering) framework, which principles are exposed in [55] . The rationale behind Coq4MDE was to provide a formal foundation to the various concepts of MDE (e.g. model, metamodel, model conformity, model transfor-mation, etc) so that properties could be stated and proved about general MDE concepts and some of their specific instances. We make use of the general purpose higherorder logic and proof assistant Coq, as it provides an automatic mechanism for generating executable programs from proofs, loosely speaking. Thus, an operational formal reference semantics in this framework could be automatically turned into an executable semantics, suitable for testing and interactive simulation for instance, with no supplementary developing effort. An immediate benefit of this executable semantics is the possibility to put the model designers' reference semantics to a test, in early stages of DSL definition, i.e., before attempting to define a translational semantics with its bisimulation proof. Such a feedback would surely help in designing a sensible and suitable reference semantics in a more efficient way.
As a general conclusion, regarding the spread of model driven engineering, more and more tools will be needed to support model manipulation, in particular model execution. This work proposes an approach allowing to rely on existing formal models and tools to support new developments. In this appendix, we give more details about the different steps of the weak bisimulation proof. We associate to the transitions StartActivity and F inishActivity of XSPEM semantics the Petri net transitions a start and a f inish respectively. The two Petri nets remaining transitions a lock and a deadline are our epsilon transitions, the transitions that are not observable. We now consider the different cases of possible transitions applicable on S:
• StartActivity with any clock value (∀θ) In that case, the activity in S is such that ∃clock, (notStarted, ok, clock). The precondition about predecessor is satisfies since the considered activity is the only one in the state. Then S is such that the marking obtained by Π contains a single token in the place nS. We have (m ′ , I ′ ) = (m ′′ , I ′′ )
• F inishActivity with θ < min Let us consider the second case. S is such that its state is described by the triple ∃clock, such that (started, ok, clock) and clock < min time.
The resulting S ′ is such that its state is described by the triple (f inished, tooEarly, clock). The transition a lock ∈ τ could be applicable since m > P re(l). If θ1 < min then the transition a lock is not applicable. A first case is when (m, I) 
We have 0 ≤ θ2 + θ3 < max − min. Let us now compute the transition f . The same reasoning to the last case applies here. Then necessary, a first a lock transition occurs when θ1 ≥ min and θ1 < w. 
Then transition on f can then apply. A similar reasoning applies to transition on A in presence of S with no link between A and S.
Since S and Π(S) are weakly bisimilar (by induction hypothesis) and using the lemma 1: Let us now consider the transitions applicable on A2 in S ′ depending on the new link added. We can add as a preliminary remark that if a transition can occur on A2 in S ′ , it is also computable in S since the new dependence link does not exists there.
• a link of type start2start
Then according to the definition of Fig. 4 , all links targeting this activity A2 and labeled start2start, resp. finish2start, must have their source activity in a started state, resp. finished state, in order to compute the start transition on A2. Let us show that if this transition is computable in S ′ then it is in Π(S ′ ). If the transition is computable in S ′ , then all above constraint links in S constraining A2 start satisfy their own constraints (either started or finished). Π(S) is such that for each of these links there exists a read-arc in the resulting Petri net from ax started or ax f inished, depending on the link type, to a2 start. Each of these read-arc source is a place fulfilled with a token (cf. preliminary remark). Furthermore, in Π(S ′ ), the new link from A1 to A2 is also mapped to a read-arc from the place a1 started to transition a2 start. The transition is computable in S ′ then the activity A1 must be started. If so, its a1 started place has one token. The transition can then occurs in Π(S ′ ).
• a similar reasoning applies for finish2start, start2finish and finish2finish links.
Reciprocally, in Petri nets,
• image of a link of type start2start Π(S ′ ) = Π(S) ∪ { a new read-arc from a1 started to a2 started}. Then if Π(S ′ ) → Y using a2 start transition, then there must be at least one token in each place linked to a2 start by either an arc or a read-arc. Then by definition of Π and using the preliminary remark, S ′ is such that all activities constraining A2 start satisfy their own constraint including the new link. Then the transition can also occurs in S ′ .
Since S and Π(S) are weakly bisimilar (by induction hypothesis), we have S ′ and Π(S ′ ) also weakly bisimilar. Theorem 4 (Weak bisimulation) Model state space M S and Prioritized Time Petri Nets state space P N S are in bisimulation w.r.t. the translation function Π, according to the definition 1.
Proof 5 By induction on the process model structure:
• The initial case is proved thanks to Lemma 1;
• Adding one activity preserves the property (Lemma 2);
• Adding one dependence link preserves the property (Lemma 3);
The property for a set of activities to be part of a bigger one is encoded by dependence links and thus is preserved by the bisimulation.
